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1. Introduction

Ranking methods are generally used where quantitative obser
vations are not obtained easily. Moreover, because of its simplicity,
sometimes it is used in order to reduce the labour of computation or
to get a rapid result. Thus analysis of experiments based on ranking
items has received considerable attention.

Various authors have proposed dififerent methods for the rank
analysis. The analysis of paired comparisons has attracted the
attention of many authors including Thurstone [10], Kendall and
Babington Smith [7], Bradley and Terry [1]. The analysis of experi
ments involving ranking in triple comparisons has been developed
by Pendergrass and Bradley [8]. Here we shall develop a method of
analysis of rankings in triad comparisons. A model is postulated
and estimates of the treatment parameters are obtained. Suitability
of the model and combination of results from different experiments
are discussed.

2. Mathematical Model

Let us consider v treatments in an experiment involving triple
comparisions. It is supposed that the treatment ri. Tz ..., Te have
true ratings (or preferences), Tt^, Tta, ..., on a particular subjective
continuum which satisfies the following conditions.

(0 ^^<>0 ...(2.1)

(/i) > "•<=! ...(2.2)
j=l
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The total number of triplets formed out of vtreatrnents is ^ 3̂
The number of each of^ ĵ triplets will be ranked in order of
acceptability. In a triplet the best treatment will be given rank 1,
the second rank 2 and the third rank 3. When treatment i appears
with treatments j and A: in a block, we shall indicate p {Ti>Tj>T,c)
as the probability that treatment i obtains top rating treatment j the
middle and treatment k the last.

We shall take the model:

7.,2/Adfc, ... ...(2.3)

where

(it- + ^ +7r| I +7rJ ^
3. The Likelihood Function

The method of maximum likelihood will be used to obtain

estimators pi, p2, of parameters 7ti, ng, ..., tcb. We may obtain
the likelihood function assuming the probability idependence for diff
erent triplets and for different repetitions. The ranks of T,-, Tj and Tj,
in the m-th comparison jwill be written by^; rjm,ik and r^m, a
respectively : m=l, ..., n. Tied ranks are not permitted in the
model. The probability of a specified ranking in the m-th repetition
is given by

jk (n) ^ jm, ik (ref j km, ij (A•••,
. ...(3.1)

For, if the treatrrient i obtains top rank, the treatment j the second
and k the third i.e.

f im> ik~ 15

Omjtj!~2 ; •

'"Smj «~3,

then the expression (3.1) reduces to 7t^ And if

I"imt }Tc~ 1>

fjmj <J!=3,
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the expression becomes: nf and so on. When we multi

ply the appropriate expression for all triplets within a repetition and
for all n repetitions, we obtain the likelihood function as :

V n

ik

L=
\ J j<k m=l

V

. i<}<k

V n

'17 „,3"(v-1)(>-2)-2 ^ r,.,»
i=l 3<k m<l

V

n (Aiis)"
i<}<k

4. Likelihood Ratio Tests and Estimation

We can test the significance of the equality of treatment effects.
Consider:

Ho-.iri =^ for all j; 1=1, ..., V

HI : TTi ^ •nij for some i^/; ..., v
\

The maximum- likelihood estimator Pi, Pz, Pv are obtained by
maximising log L with respect to ni, ..., 7r„ subject to the condition

,V

that^^ 'i:e-=l. The resulting normal equations are :
/=!

j<k

...{4.1).

. HI? •••?

...(3.2)
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where

V n

fli=3n (v-1) (v-2)-2 ^ ^
j<k m=l

+p!)+pi{p'+^!)+^t{^i +^0'
Solution of the equations (4.1) will give the values ofPi, Pv-

The normal equations are solved by iterative methods.

The Ui's are completely specified under Ho and have values P-s
which can be obtained by the above procedure.

The likelihood function given by (3.2) is used to obtain the
likelihood ratio A.

L (a,
L {a, 71) Hi

n(ir n (a« )
i<i<k

'Hi

V

n
i<j<k

-X

U 11".'
i=l •

Then Z can be obtained as it is given by

/ Z=-2 1ogeX.

Z=2« r2]loge 6+2 ^ <7| logs n:<-2M^ Ailfc...(4.3)
I i<j<k

For large n, Z may be taken to have the chi-square distribution with
(v—1) degree of freedom (Wilks) under the null hypothesis Ho.

Small-Sample tables for the distribution of Z given Ho may be
developed but these would be extremely voluminous. The procedure
for developing such tables is similar to that used byBradley and
Terry [1] and Rai and Sadasivan [9]. An example of such tables is
given in Table 1, where Zo indicates the values of Z for specifie4
gets of sums of ranks iq the table,
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TABLE 1

Distribution of Z=—2 log^ Xfor v=4, n=l

101

Rank Sums Estimates of tcj- Distribution

S'l S'a S'3 2<-4 Pi P3 Pi Zo PiZ-^Z^)

3 5 7 1 1 14.3341 .0185

3 5 8 8 1 14.3341 .0370

3 6 6 9 1 14.3341 .0556

3 6 7 8 1 14.3341 .1296

3 7 7 7 1 14.3341 .1482'

4 4 7 9 .4546 .4546 .0908 — 10.8895 .1667

4 4 8 8 .4284 .4284 .0716 .0716 9.2356 .1852

4 5 6 9 .4490' .3195 .2315 -• 7.6572 .2593

5 5 5 9 .3333 .3333 .3333 — 6.6184 .2778

4 5 7 8 .3848 .3090 .1906 .1156 4.2872 .3889

4 6 6 8 .3940 .2505 .2505 .1050 ,3.9562 .4630

4 6 7 7 .3829 .2335 , .1918 .1918 2.4126 .5741

5 5 6 8 .3134 .3134 .2551 .1181 2.3677 .5926

5 5 7 7 .3159 .3159 .1841 .1841 1.5086 .7038

5 6 6 7 .3124 • .2442 .2442 .1994 0.7180 .7964

6 6 6 6 .2500 .2500 .2500 .2500 0.0000 1.0000

5. Combination of Results

In certain situations, experiments may be performed in groups

of repetitions of sizes n„ (m=1, ...,g) with J]n„=n. These groups
n=l

may be judges at different times or under different circumstances.
Distinct treatment parameters may exist for such group.
The failure of the treatment parameters to be the same for each group;
represents a group-into-treatment intreraction or lack of agreements.'
Th^re ^re different rnethods for testing the significance depending
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upon the specification ofthe alternative hypotheses. We can deve
lop to detect group-treatment interactions.

Consider Fo: for all j and M

Ha: for some i and «

If Ac is the likelihood ratio in this situation,

g

then Zo= —2 loge >i.c=^Zu;
u=l

where Z„ is the Z of (4.3) computed for the M-th group. For large
Hu, Ze has the distribution with g (v-1) degree of freedom under
Ho. This test may be designated as the combined test of treatment
equality or for main effects.

Consider Ho:

and Ha : for some / and u.
The likelihood ratio test ofthis case depends on Z«—Z and has the

distribution vvith (g—/) (v—/) degree of freedom.

The large sample test procedure are summarised in Table 2.

TABLE 2

Large Sample Test of Significance

Test Hypothesis Statistic
Limiting

distribution

Main effect
(No Interaction) . ,

Z . 4-1)

Interaction
Ho'.'triy,'=iri

Ha-TfiuT^tti
•

Main effect

(Interaction)

"jr
yZ
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6. Appropriateness of the Model

[t is desirable that tneaas be available to test the appro
priateness of the model on which the method is based. The
mathematical model for triple comparisons is postulated in such a
way that it is mathematically workable and easy to apply and inter
pret. The existence of the non-negative parameters is assumed (2.1).
There are six possible rankings of Ti, Tj and Ts in each triplet. The
six parameters , •n^.n sum to unity for each triplet and their
maximum• likelihood estimators are fijjcjn,..., fjculn for the n com
parisons on the triplet where is the number of times the ranking
1, 2 and 3 for Ti, T"; and 7"^ respectively occurs in the n triplets.

Piii:=fiihln i^j^k ; i,J, k=l, v

The basic model for triple comparisons implies that

nl IAm as in (2.3)

and IAiif. for soms i,j, k-

The general likelihood function for triple comparison is

71 IT ' ...(6.1)
i<j<k (i,j,k)

Let us define as the expected frequency corresponding

to the observed frequency fm, then the estimates of the expected
frequency under Ho is given by

—̂Pi P"} I...(6.2)

The likelihood ratio statistic depends on L (pij/Ho) and
L ipisjHi) where L is as defined in (6.1). Using and

fiik '

I'(PiW^<,)=C 7. ...(6.3)
i<j<k {i,j, k)

• L(pmm= C n n ..(6.4)
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The likelihood ratio statistic for testing Ho is given in terms of
frequencies by

V

Z=-21og,X=2 ^ ^ Afclog, ); ...(6.5;
i<i<k{i,j,k)

For large «, the statistic has a distribution with

degree of freedom.

The usual procedure for tests of goodness of .fit is to form
chi-square by taking sums of terms of the form

^/i«—j jfijlt-
This can be derived from (6.5) as given below ;

Let/«*//;,= ; where

euTt may take either positive or negative values.

Then

V

Z=-2Ioga=2 ^ ^ //«(l+^«.)
'<j<k (i.J, k)

Iog(l+e„s)

Expanding the logrithmic series in powers of and ignoring the
terms greater than >we have

V

'<J<k (i,j, k)
^m- ...(6.6)

Error committed by taking approximation will notbe large if | |

is small. We notice that ^ ei}j,=0 and equation (6.6) takes
fte form

m
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By putting the values of

jfiik

7. Distribution of The Estimators

Having obtained maximum likelihood estimators/7i,/?2, , p®
of the parameters Tti, •"•2, we gave here the large sample
distribution of these estimators and their asymptotic variances and
COvariances.

Let us define Xi as the number of times treatment i is best
preferred to others. The likelihood function in terms of Xi is
given by

V

Rx,u)=. n ...(7.1)
7=1 i<j<k

where Zis the vector of Xi, Xz, Xv

and n is the vector of tcd ^

If Xi(m) is the observation on Xt in the m-th of n repetitions and
the association with flj(=3n (v—1) (v—2)—2 S S r<m, «) is

n

^ Xum.-ai- ...(7.2)
»j=l

Then, the likelihood function can be written as

n

L=/(^, n)= f I 75) ...(7.3)
m=l

Let Xiju be an indicator variate with the value unity if treatment
i ranks over 7 and icT zero other-wise.

then Xi= ^ XiiT, ;
j<k

is a multi normal variate with expectation
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lAiih

and variance and covariance

V(-Xijk) — 1~

4 2.42

""i ^3 AijS ^

Aijh
X-

/\iik

Coy{XuTt, Xjin)= —I'm

_ 4 6 a A-2— 7t^ TSj TIj.

Then, the variates x«s making up the sum Xf are independent in
probability and follovi's that,

v(x,)=^f ^ +7=1 y-i

^ +"ft J

/<A

J</c

i,J,k=l,...,v; (7.5)

Cov(Xi, xi)= -nf Ttf ^ Aj +7t^ nl +k^. Ttf +:t^ ) ;
k^i.j

i¥=j ;i,j, k=l v; (7.6)

It is convenient to define :

J<k
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^ +A +2n' < ' '=1' •••' ^
j<k

A-2/ 22, 2 2, 2 2 ,4\'2^ +^- "ft j :

i=^J ; i,j=l, ....> V (7.7)

^ 33
Ai,= —TC. K.

k^iJ

Then, we have

V(X,)=nl\ii ...(7.8)

Coy{Xi,

Under general condition, pi is a consistant estimator of iti on
f{Xim), 15) [such as given by Chanda (6)]. The parameters 7t»;
(/=1, ..., v) are subject to tlie restriction Siri=l and are not
independent. If we regard

v-1

«e=l—

1=1

as a function of the first (v—1) parameters and pv similarly
as _a function of the first v—1 estimators; y/n (/Ji—tti), ...,
v/n (/7e_i—7te-i) have a jomt limiting normal distribution with
zero mean and dispersion matrix given by {oi})

where

where

'alog,/(jCm, ?c) 9log,/(x«„ tt)
dTti dni

...(7.9)

dlogef(Xn, rt) Xj xv
9n< TZi 7tt) ^ •

J<k

("' + )
+27t,^ Ttj +Itft j I Dii^
+^ +̂ Tt^ j IDiijc

1=1, ..., (v-1).

J<k

'jnd from (7.4), that

=> Cov _I Jt, TT, / \ r.j nv) J'
i=j=l, .... (v—1). From (7.8), we get
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=Xij—Xjj)—•••, ...(7.10)

The matrix A'
L a J

matrix and it is positive definite since :iri, and hence Slog#
//Stj, dlogeJ'IdT^v-i' are free_of linear restrictions. Thus we
conclude that \/« (i'l—"i), (i'n-i—have the multivariate
normal distribution with zero means and dispersion matrix

is non-negative definite, since it is a dispersion

(.,r This result holds true for large samples.

Variances and Covariances of Estimators

We note that vxv matrix (hi) is singular in view of the
definitions (7.7)

SB

We may resort to the similar algebric manipulations as used by
Bradley [5] for paired comparison. If element of (>^1^)"^ are defined,
the result is that

cofactor of hi in r (x«) e' -
. e 0 _

(?^«) e'

e 0

(7,.,= ...(7.11)

(v—1)

Where e denotes the v element row vector of unit elements,

and e' is the transpose of e. It follows from symmetry that (7.11)
holds for/, 7=1, ...V and we may define a v-square n^trix S=(<r,-^)
that is singular with rank (v—1). It follows that V" — >
V« ipv—T^v) have asymptotically with n, Ihe singular Vvariate
normal distribution with zero means and dispersion matrix S.

In general we may take />,, - , p„ as jointly normally distri
buted with means :i;i, ..'.,Tc„and dispersion matrix (o^ij)/n for large
samples.

Usually estimated variances and covariances are required. We

may define h} {i, J=], v) to he the same functions of/Ji,
as Aij are of ttj .. , as defined in (7.7), since maximum likelihood
estimates are consistant. .Thus(CT'Ji) is the dispersion matrix which
is the same function of as (cry) is of
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8. Discussion -and Summary

In this study we have developed a method of analysis of
experiment involving triad comparisions which permits tests of
hypothesis of general class and estimation of treatment ratings or
perference. In the null hypothesis we assume that the treatment ratings
are equal whereas the alternative hypothesis make no assumption
regarding the equality of the treatment ratings. The probability
of the sums of ranks p{ri<r]<ric) involves three paired comparison
consisting of pairs of treatment (T,, Tj) ; {Ti, Tjc) and {T,, Tjc). These
comparisons should be consistant in which rj<rj; ri<rk and ri<r!c.

The approach here may also be used for the generalisation of
ranking in Block of size greater than 3. In subjective testing involv
ing taste or odours, paired or triple comparions will satisfy most
of the requirements of the experimenter.

Formulae for the variances and covariances of estimates of

treatment ratings 7ti, 7r« have been obtained. A test for the
appropriateness of the model is given. The method of combining the
results is also presented.
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